
 

 WORK WITH US  

 

 

Join our Team.  

Send your CV to info@gasparionline.it. 

 

We inform you that sending your data and your CV does not bind Gaspari Bus LLC to any 
form of employment nor to a job interview. 

 

Privacy policy pursuant to Decree Law 196/03 (Code regarding the protection of personal data).Pursuant to 
Art. 13 of the Civil Code regarding the protection fo personal data (Decree Law 196/03), we inform you that the 
data you have provided in this form will be computer and manually processed, and that the data will be stored 
in computer and paper based archives for the sole purpose of recruitment and selection of personnel. Data are 
collected when CVs are sent to Gaspari Bus LLC.Please be informed that the disclosure of data on your part is 
optional, but refusal to send the requested data prevents Gaspari Bus LLC from receiving the CV.Data will be 
processed with tools and modalities that ensure its protection, integrity and availability, pursuant to Decree 
Law 196/03. Individuals specifically appointed by Gaspari Bus LLC , who are responsible of data processing, 
and those in turn appointed by them, are authorized to data processing.Personal data may also be disclosed 
to third parties for the purposes indicated above, without prejudice to the adoption by such third parties of 
equally valid data protection measures.The abovementioned personal data will not be disclosed and will be 
kept for a period no longer than 6 months, after which it will be disposed of. The interested parties may 
exercise their rights to access, update, rectify, integrate or cancel their data. The interested parties may also 
exercise all the other rights pursuant to Art. 7 of Decree Law 196/03. Gaspari Bus LLC, Via Matteotti 12 - 
64021 Giulianova (TE) is responsible for the data processing.You are kindly requested to agree to this Privacy 
Policy, as it is fundamental in order to process your personal data. If you fail to agree your candidacy will not 
be taken into account. 

 

 


